
What if self-care is a strength?

Self-care is about proactive actions to support your wellbeing. Self-care is often described as a 
process, an ability, and often as engagement with behaviours that have one engaging with 
different wellbeing science that promotes subjective wellbeing. Self-care also requires personal 
and professional negotiations.

As we explore who we are and engage with what it means to look after ourselves, we are 
presented with no shortage of suggestions for our self-care, wellbeing and wellness - some 
beneficial, others commercialized or great at making us feel guilty . In this presentation we 
explore what self-care is, how it might be considered as a strength, and how this relates to you, 
we and us.

A/Professor Narelle Lemon shares her 5 dimensions of self-care framework, and will engage 
with some different ways of thinking to support how to consider unlocking the potential in all of 
us to grow, maintain and protect our wellbeing. Together, we'll ask some big questions and focus 
on moving forward, what is good in life, what is working, and what can be built on as we build a 
wellbeing literacy.
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Think – Wait – Share



Let’s explore together...but first…





• Sense of space/openness
• Pause and helps us to feel grounded
• Ignites positive emotions: joy, savouring, 

curiosity, appreciation of beauty, kindness, 
gratitude, appreciation
• Nature / green space – benefits from in real life 

or viewed/simulated



Self-care is anything you do proactively that 
helps you develop, protect, maintain, and 
improve health, wellbeing or wellness. 
It is about meeting yourself each day, learning who you 
really are and continuing to be present with your needs 

to help you be the best version of yourself 
today. It's a process of self-discovery, not 
perfectionism or comparing yourself to 
others.



Victor Harbour

What is your wellbeing intention?



The why…

• To balance activities and preserve longevity and happiness in both 
your relationships and your careers. To do this, we need to accept 
that it is OK — and actually essential — to put your needs first. 
• Self in self-care is not selfish. 
• It is relational.
• It can be cultivated. 



Empowering Deficit
Self-less

Self-aware
Self-compassion

Self -management
Self-responsibility

Self-worth
Self-knowledge
Self-regulation
Self-awareness
Self-sufficient
Self-reflective

Self-preservation
Self-efficacy

Self-preservation
Self-monitoring
Self-motivating
Self-discovery

Self-love

Self-ish
Self-absorbed

Self-critical
Self-talk (negative)

Self-interest
Self-indulgent
Self-criticism

Self-persecution
Self-sacrifice

Self-sabotaging
Self-centred

Self-assessment



Renmark

What if self-care is seen as a strength?



Robe

Fixed and growth mindset



Flinders Ranges

5 dimensions of self-care









Tools informed by…
• PERMAH
• Ways to Wellbeing
• 10 Keys to Happier Living
• Etc.

Kangaroo Island



Wilpena Pound, Flinders Ranges

We learn from stories
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Phd student





Flinders Ranges [Emus]

Future teacher



Flinders Ranges

Burnout 







Flinders Ranges

This is where I invite you to be curious, 
to explore and investigate for you.  



Robe

Reminders to self 
conversation – 14 reasons 
why self-care is important



1 Small changes are a change
2 Keep it real
3 Be careful with comparison
4 It is hard, but it is so worth it
5 Variety is required
6 Care for you so you can care for others
7 Be gentle
8 Careful not to judge others
9 Embrace daily reflection
10 Check in with yourself  
11 It looks different for everyone, and across time
12 Fail forward
13 Every day is a new day
14 Self-care is not one of those check lists on social media
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